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Abstract. Sentiment analysis on social media represented by Weibo is
one of the hotspot research problems in NLP. A comprehensive and systematic fine-grained annotated corpus plays a significance role. In this
paper, considering the characteristics of Weibo, we focus on the constitution of a fine-grained, hierarchical opinion annotated corpus and design a
set of labelling specification. We manually annotate the opinion sentences
with a part of ones containing hidden opinion which can be useful for implicit sentiment analysis. Then a fine-grained aspect extraction, namely
opinion triples like <object, attribute, polarity> is finished for aspectlevel sentiment research. Moreover, we establish an evaluation method
for the task of fine-grained aspect extraction which has been applied in
evaluation for years. The corpus was used in the task of COAE2015,
and it will be a useful resource for the related research on social media
sentiment analysis.
Keywords: weibo corpus, fine-grained opinion annotation, implicit opinion annotation, evaluation
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Introduction

Weibo is one of the most popular social media which enjoys a rapid development in China. People can freely express their opinion, attitude and emotion
with it. According to a report released by China Internet Network Information
Center(CNNIC)[1], the quantity of Weibo users totaled 204 million and nearly
half of the weibo’s updates are sent via mobile phone. Recent trends in Weibo’s
development have led to a proliferation of studies on social media analysis. A
well-designed, fine-grained and large-scale annotated corpus can be benefit to
lots of research and applications of social media sentiment analysis.
Up to now, many works focused in building sentiment annotated corpus and
have made some progress. Based on Twitter data, Pak et al.[8] established a
subjective corpus containing positive and negative sentiment text. Ptaszynski et
al.[9] builded a corpus based on a large-scale Japanese blogs, they labeled both
sentiment and emotion including sentiment polarity and emotion icon. In Jacob’s
study[4], a CRF-based model which can effectively reduce human workload was

adopted to extract expressions of opinion object to build an object dictionary in
interdisciplinary datasets.
Several achievement have been done in establishing Chinese sentiment annotated corpus. Xu et al.[13] labeled nearly 40,000 sentences with sentiment
polarity based on Chinese textbooks for primary schools, screenplays and literature periodicals. After analysing characteristics of the annotated corpus with
million-words level, some statistical results like the distribution of sentiment and
its transfer pattern was given in their study. Based on this research, they designed
an framework for product reviews labelling, and annotated the attributions of
product and their corresponding opinion expressions in word-level, sentence-level
and document-level respectively[14]. For entity-level labelling, Deng et al.[3] have
published an entity-level corpus named MPQA3.0, they annotated entities and
event targets on the basis of previous work. Dai et al.[2] annotated 5,000 reviews
of product with opinion object and sentiment polarity, they also labelled some
implicit sentiment, default object and polarity transfer. But on the one hand
their corpus suffered from the lack of hierarchy relationship between opinion
objects and attributes, on the other hand the product reviews are not much diversity comparing to Weibo data. Recent developments of Weibo have heightened
the need for social media oriented annotated corpus. Yao et al.[15] established a
emotion annotated corpus contains 14,000 pieces of weibo and 45,431 sentences.
They labelled the sentences with 7 kinds of emotion class and 3 kinds of emotion
strength.
In this paper, we design a framework for fine-grained, hierarchical, social
media oriented annotation and its corresponding specifications. Compared to
other resource construction method, our framework can effectively reduce the
manual work by using the classifier and automatic aspect extraction method as
the initial labelling and assistance. Besides, a random cross-validation process is
introduced to minimize the difference of human cognition. Using the framework,
we complete a sentence-level opinion corpus’s annotation which contains 15,679
pieces of weibo, 20,154 sentences, and a hierarchical aspect-level opinion corpus
with 13,787 sentences, 24,093 pairs of triples annotated. We also annotate a part
of sentences containing implicit opinions. Moreover, we present a set of evaluation
methods for the task of fine-grained opinion aspect extraction. These methods
have been used in the fifth to seventh Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation[11,
12, 6].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We will introduce the specifications in the next section. The main process of annotation will be described in
section 3 and a detail analysis of the corpus will be given in section 4. We then
present the method and indexes of evaluation in section 5. The sixth part shows
the result and analysis of Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation 2015 which used
the corpus as task dataset. Conclusion and future work are presented in the last
section.
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Specification of annotation

2.1

Granularity of annotation

The authors of Weibo express their opinions or emotions with brief words. These
sentences usually contain dense opinions or emotions but suffered from ill-formed
expression. Therefore, a large-scale corpus with detailed, fine-grained annotation
plays a important role for social media oriented research. In this paper, we choose
sentence-level as the basic granularity of annotation, then a hierarchical aspectlevel annotation of triples<object, attribute, polarity> will be done on the set
of sentences which contain opinions
2.2

Annotation of implicit opinion

The expressions of opinion in Weibo text are consist of explicit and implicit
ones. Explicit opinion refer to the phrase or sentence express sentiment polarity
with sentiment words which can be effectively identified through a sentiment
dictionary, while the implicit ones are made up without sentiment words. Liu[7]
defined the implicit opinion as a kind of objective statement contains the general opinion or comparative one which express a subjective feeling of satisfy or
unsatisfy. Usually, there are two ways for expressing implicit opinion, namely
factual description based and rhetorical description based. For example.
1. 8U´1ÊU §„3‘?¥"
(Today is the fifth day, it’s still in maintenance.)
2. v v
¬ÆÚu ˜| º…"
(The endless meeting sparked a storm.)
The first sentence expresses a negative opinion by using a factual statement
while the second one is metaphorical.
According to our previous survey on the dataset containing nearly 20,000
sentences which collected from a famous car reviews website named Autohome?
in China, nearly one third of the sentences contain implicit expression. Implicit
opinions are easier to detect and to classify than explicit ones for the lack of
sentiment words, and most of the current research has focused on explicit opinions[7]. For that reason, we add the labelling of implicit opinion into our corpus
for related research in the future.
2.3

Classification of annotated opinion

In this paper, we focus in annotating the sentiment polarity of sentences and
triples, and the explicit/implicit class of opinion sentence. We define the classification of annotation as the following table 1.
?

http://www.autohome.com.cn
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Table 1: The classification of annotated opinion
Opinion Class
Explicit

Implicit

3
3.1

Sentiment Polarity
positive
negative
mixed
positive
negative
mixed

Annotated Label
1
2
3
4
5
6

Construction of sentiment corpus
Selection of original data and preprocessing

We use a dataset with 10 million weibos which was crawled from the largest
and most popular social media named Weibo in China as the original data.
This dataset was also used as task data for new sentiment word identification in
COAE2014[12]. Comparing to other source, the Weibo dataset is domain independent which covers a wide coverage such as digital product, cars review, food,
travel, entertainment and so on. Moreover, a large number of weibos’ contents
are suffered from arbitrary and ill-formed expression. Therefore, cleaning and
preprocessing of the original data need to be finished firstly to reduce the noise.
It is consist of two steps.
Filtering. Remove all the weibos which are unsuitable for research. We use a
rule-based filter to finish this task. The rules mainly includes, 1)weibos with the
length less than 10 Chinese characters; 2)all emoticons or punctuation composed
ones; 3)the ones containing mobile phone number or QQ(a famous IM software
in China) number, because this kind of weibos are mostly advertisement; 4)completely duplicate ones.
Sentence segmenting. We use the sentence-level as our basic granularity
of annotation. For that reason, we segment all the weibos into sentences by
using the following rules. 1)split the weibo by the segment characters set S
= {“.”, “"”, “!”, “?”, “:”, “. . . ”}; 2)if the period(") or dot(.) is between two
numbers or characters, skip the segment process for it is usually means a number
or abbreviation; 3)preserve the first sentence only if it follows with repeating
segment characters in S.
3.2

Process of annotation

The main process of annotation in this paper is consist of two stages. Firstly,
in the sentence-level opinion annotate stage, we use a dictionary-based opinion
sentence identification method proposed in Song’s research[10] to select candidate opinion sentences, then send the filtered result to annotators for manual
annotation and cross validation. Then we adopt the method proposed by Liao[5]
to extract opinion aspect pairs on the selected opinion sentences in stage 1. This
4

pairs can be used as a initial labelling and reference for annotators in aspect-level
triplet annotate stage, and a cross validation for consistency is completed after
that. The framework of annotate process is shown as the following figure 1.

Original Weibo
Dataset

Data Filtering
and
Preprocessing

A Dictionary based
System

Human Annotation
and
Cross Validation

Dataset of
Opinion
Triplets

Human Annotation
and
Cross Validation

An Aspect
Extraction system

Dataset of
Opinion
Sentences

Fig. 1: The process of annotation

Annotation of opinion sentence In this stage, we distinguish the opinion
sentences from the dataset and annotate sentiment polarity label. Compared
to previous work, we add the annotation of implicit opinion. The basic rules
for labelling are defined as, if the sentence which contains opinion has explicit
sentiment words, we consider it as a explicit opinion sentence and label the
corresponding polarity. While a sentence will be regarded as implicit opinion
one if the containing opinion is expressed by factual description or rhetorical
description like metaphor and personification.
For example, /–P °J§–P ipad4"0(Ceezy Apple, ceezy ipad4.)
will be marked as a explicit negative sentence for it has an explicit sentiment
word /–P0(Ceezy). While the sentence /\MŠ;€Y â¬3 ,H´
ïiphoneœ0(How stupid are you buying an iPhone on south Taisheng road.)
expresses a negative opinion using a metaphor /MŠ;€Y 0(stupid like the
head is crashed by a door).
Annotation of opinion triplet In the fine-grained opinion aspect triplet annotate stage, we try to extract all the opinion triplets<object, attribute, polarity>
in the opinion sentences. During the annotation, we define a set of rules in order
to achieve a clear, complete, high-consistency result. The rules are defined as
follows.
Apposition. Multi objects, attributes or opinion expressions concatenate
each other with hyphenation “§” or “!” will be regarded as a whole aspect.
While the aspects concatenated by conjunction “Ú” or “ †”(both means “and”
in Chinese) are divided into different triplets.
Example 1. /°J§n(U?
¥ÃÅ½|99% |d§I ÃÅÃ.
‚ üd§Ú5 7,´ 5 ½|¿ §•O!Ÿþ!M# "0(Apple,
Samsung earned 99% profits of the global mobile phone market. The price re5

ducing of domestic cellphone without limit will result in cut-throat competition
inevitably, let alone quality, innovation.)
Example 2. /·l2002c.^ ÷Û.AX ˜†^ 2010 c10 § Ï
3uAX ˆ“ ´^5ÚU«5AOÐ!0(I used the MOTOROLA series A
from the end of 2002 to October 2010 for the reason that each generation of
series A enjoyed an excellent usability and continuity.)
Comparative. If there is a comparative opinion in sentence, we label the
triplets in pairs and the polarity of them depend on the result of comparison.
Example 3. /8UqÁ Á#øiA§aú'òCÐ§– ÄåXÚÚüD
•¡'òCr"0(I tried the new PASSAT today, feel better than MAGOTAN,
at least the power system and noise reduction are better than its.)
Attributive. If there are more than one attributive word modify the core
aspect, we preserve the longest range.
Example 4. / XnewCIVICÓŒ¯SciroccokXõoƒq ÑÚº‚œ0(How
similar the excellent style are between the Honda newCIVIC and Volkswagen
Scirocco.)
Coreference. The demonstrative pronoun will be preserved for the disambiguation of targets.
Example 5. /##•Â #Fc§» »2013±s60 ªþ½•È§ù‡•
´3{IÿÁ¥¦à˜¯ FÍu•"0(#New Cars Boardcasting#Now, the
Volvo s60 2013 is available, this car achieved the best in a evaluation in US and
defeat other German and Japanese premium cars overwhelmingly.)
The solutions for example 1-5 are shown as the following table 2. “null”
means the aspect is default in current sentence.
Consistency of annotation The annotation of corpus needs collaboratively
work. The result of labelling of different annotator is unavoidable different. We
design the following process try to reduce the inconsistency.
Mark the unlabelled sentences set as Su , labelled sentences set as Sl , annotators set as H, the annotator’s labelling can be marked as L(s, h), s ∈ S, h ∈ H,
L(·) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Stage of opinion sentence annotation.
(1) Divide the unlabelled sentences set Su into k groups, for each instance ski
in Suk , an annotator labels the sentiment polarity. After that, we get an initial
labelled set Sl = {Sl1 , Sl2 , . . . , Slk }, in which Slk = {L(ski , h)|ski ∈ Suk , h ∈ H}.
(2) For each subset Slk in Sl , we send it to another annotator randomly
0
0
0
for relabelling. Then a new labelled sentence set Sl0 = {Sl1
, Sl2
, . . . , Slk
} are
0
produced. Select the different set Sdk = {ski |L(ski , h) 6= L(ski , h )} of Slk and
0
0
Slk
. Integrate the subset by Sl = Sl ∪ (Slk ∩ Slk
) and Sd = Sd ∪ Sdk .
(3) Redo step 2 in Sd and get the different set Sd0 , the instance in Sd0 will
be abandoned for it is hardly to get an agreement. Then add the rest subset to
labelled set by Sl = Sl ∪ (Sd /Sd0 ).
Stage of fine-grained aspect annotation.
(1) Use the labelled sentence set Sl in previous stage as the initialization of
unlabelled set Su in current stage. Similarly, divide Su into k groups, and get the
6

Table 2: The examples of annotation
Rule

Example
Example 1

Apposition
Example 2

Comparative

Comparative

Coreference

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

Opinion Object
I ÃÅ
(domestic cellphone)
AX
(series A)
AX
(series A)
#øiA
(new PASSAT)
òC
(MAGOTAN)
#øiA
(new PASSAT)
òC
(MAGOTAN)
#øiA
(new PASSAT)
òC
(MAGOTAN)
XnewCIVIC
(Honda newCIVIC)
Œ¯Scirocco
(Volkswagen Scirocco)
ù‡•
(this car)

Opinion Attribute
Ÿþ!M#
(quality, innovation)
´^5
(usability)
U«5
(continuity)

Polarity

null

1

null

-1

ÄåXÚ
(power system)
ÄåXÚ
(power system)
üD
(noise reduction)
üD
(noise reduction)
º‚
(style)
º‚
(style)
null

-1
-1
-1

1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1

initial labelled set Sl = {Sl1 , Sl2 , . . . , Slk }, in which Slk = {triple(ski , h)|ski ∈
Suk , h ∈ H}, triple(ski , h) means the opinion aspect triple <object, attribute,
polarity>.
(2) Send each subset Slk in Sl to another annotator randomly for proofread0
0
0
ing. Then Integrate the new validated set Sl0 = {Sl1
, Sl2
, . . . , Slk
} into Slk by
0
Sl = Sl ∪ Slk
.

4

Detail analysis of the corpus

We have completed a corpus with 15,679 weibos, 20,154 sentences which covers
a wide range such as automobile, electronics, mobile phone, food, entertainment and so on. Among the opinion sentences, we annotate 13,787 sentences with
24,093 pairs of opinion aspect triplets. A detail analysis like sentiment distribution, explicit/implicit proportion, lexical diversity will be shown as follows.
4.1

Sentiment distribution of opinion in sentences and aspects

The statistical result of sentiment distribution of opinion in sentences and aspect
triplets is shown as the following table 3.
7

Table 3: Sentiment distribution of opinion in sentences and aspects
Statistical Item
Total Opinion Sentences
Explicit Opinion Sentences
Implicit Opinion Sentences
Opinion Aspect Triplets

Amount/Proportion Negative Positive Mixed Total
Amount
12306
6209
1639 20154
Proportion
0.611
0.308
0.081
1
Amount
11610
5139
1236 17985
Proportion
0.646
0.286
0.068
1
Amount
696
1070
403 2169
Proportion
0.321
0.493
0.186
1
Amount
16136
7602
355 24093
Proportion
0.670
0.316
0.015
1

We can easily figure it out that the majority opinion in Weibo contents is
positive from table 3. However, users prefer to express negative or mixed opinion
through implicit expression. This phenomenon is in accordance with the general
cognitive pattern that people will speak highly of others directly, while a more
euphemistic tone will be adopted when delivering criticism or alternative viewpoints. In consideration of the proportion of opinion aspect triplets, comparing
to sentence-level opinion, triplets express more certain sentiment polarity with
less mixed opinion ones, for the triplet enjoyed a finer granularity. This can be
somehow a support for the idea that aspect-level fine-grained opinion expressions
can accurately portray the sentiment information of a document.
4.2

Analysis of lexical diversity in fine-grained opinions

The lexical diversity can effectively describe the coverage and generalization of
the corpus in fine-grained aspect annotation. The analysis of lexical diversity is
shown as table 4.
Table 4: Lexical diversity in fine-grained opinions
Statistical Item
Amount
AWF

Total Opinion
Explicit Opinion
Implicit Opinion
Object Attribute Object Attribute Object Attribute
5437
3549
4598
3306
803
468
4.43
6.79
4.22
5.87
2.70
4.63

AWF means the average word frequency. From table 4 we know that the lexical diversity of implicit is more abundant then explicit for the reason that, 1)it
has a less average word frequency(2.70 < 4.22); 2)each opinion attribute in implicit triplets corresponds 1.71(803/468) objects while the ratio is 1.39(4598/3306)
in explicit ones.
4.3

Analysis of consistency

Consistency of opinion sentence annotation. We introduce the κ-coefficient
to measure the consistency of opinion sentence annotation. For the labelling of
8

11 annotators, we calculate the κ value on total, explicit, implicit opinion respectively. The result and analysis is given as follows, see table 5.

Table 5: κ-coefficient of opinion sentence annotation
Measure Index
κ-coefficient

Total Opinion
0.924

Explicit Opinion
0.961

Implicit Opinion
0.687

The κ-coefficient of opinion annotation is satisfied in general but it suffered
a low performance in implicit ones. The reason is that there is no clear definition
of implicit expression in linguistics, we only set a few rough rules to restrict it
to a wide range, so the annotators have to identify the ambiguous concept from
their own cognition.

Consistency of fine-grained aspect triplets annotation. To measure the
consistency of this stage, We use the evaluation method mentioned in section 5,
regarding the initial labelled result as testing set St and the second validated
result as key set Sk . Calculate the index value of fully match and fuzzy match
respectively. The result is shown as following table 6. The “all fully/fuzzy” means

Table 6: Consistency of fine-grained aspect triplets annotation
Mirco
Precision Recall
All Fully
0.776
0.588
All Fuzzy
0.815
0.622
Object Fully
0.825
0.628
Object Fuzzy
0.858
0.655
Attribute Fully
0.827
0.630
Attribute Fuzzy
0.845
0.645
Match Type

Marco
F1 Precision Recall F1
0.669
0.814
0.758 0.785
0.706
0.866
0.807 0.835
0.713
0.870
0.811 0.839
0.743
0.911
0.849 0.879
0.715
0.876
0.816 0.845
0.731
0.898
0.837 0.867

the opinion object and attribute of instance in testing set must fully/fuzzy match
the corresponding item of key instance at the same time and their sentiment
polarity is the same. Namely, Ot matches Ok , At matches Ak and Pt = Pk ,
< Ot , At , Pt >∈ St , < Ok , Ak , Pk >∈ Sk . Similarly, “object fully/fuzzy” means
Ot matches Ok and Pt = Pk . “Attribute fully/fuzzy” means At matches Ak and
Pt = Pk .
From table 6 we can see that the consistency of fine-grained aspect triplets
annotation is hardly satisfied, the main problem is the different cognition on the
hierarchical relation between objects and attributes, the boundary of aspects
and so on.
9

5

Evaluation method for fine-grained opinion extraction

To evaluate the performance of fine-grained opinion extraction system, we design
two match patterns, namely fully match and fuzzy match on three evaluate target
as opinion object-polarity, opinion attribute-polarity, object-attribute-polarity
using the indexes of precision, recall and F1. Denote the extracted aspect in
testing set St as x, the human labelled aspect in key set Sk as y, the corresponding sentiment polarity as Pt , Pk respectively, some definition is shown as
follows.
Def.1, Fully match. If (x ⊆ y) ∧ (y ⊆ x) ∧ (Pt = Pk ) is true, then x fully
matches y.
Def.2, Fuzzy match. If (x ⊆ y) ∨ (y ⊆ x) ∧ (Pt = Pk ) is true, then x fuzzy0
matches y.
For example, suppose the key aspect is “¶4©EÇ”(screen resolution) while
the testing aspect is “¶4”(screen) or “©EÇ”(resolution), it is not considered
as fuzzy match but a fully one.
Def.3, Coverage match. If the coverage value of the overlap between x
and y greater than threshold, then x matches y. Coverage is defined as,
Coverage(x, y) =

len(x ∩ y)
len(y)

(1)

len(·) means the length of the input string, x ∩ y is the overlap of x and y.
The threshold of coverage is usually set as 0.2, 0.5 or 0.8?? .
For example, suppose the key aspect is “¶4©EÇ”(screen resolution) while
the testing aspect is “¶4”(screen) and current threshold is 0.2, then the coverage value of this instance is 0.4 and it is regarded as a valid match.

6

Corpus for Chinese opinion analysis evaluation

Part of the corpus established in this paper was used as the task data for social media oriented opinion analysis, including opinion sentence identification
and opinion aspects extraction in the seventh Chinese opinion analysis evaluation(COAE2015). Unlike previous evaluation, there are two type of evaluation
on each task this year, namely resource limited and resource unlimited. The
former focus on the proposed methods and models by limit the using of unofficial resources, while the focal point of the latter is the performance of each
participating system.
6.1

Result of opinion sentence identification and classification

There are 19 teams with 44 results submitted in this task. 13 teams with 18
submissions are resource limited while the number of unlimited is 15 and 26. We
list the best and medium result of all the submissions in following table 7.
??

The coverage match is equivalent to fully match when the coverage is 1.
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Table 7: Result of opinion sentence identification and classification
Mirco
Precision Recall
Best
0.821
0.733
Limited
Medium
0.616
0.539
Best
0.840
0.785
Unlimited
Medium
0.615
0.564

Resource System

Marco
F1 Precision Recall
0.771
0.830
0.629
0.582
0.556
0.438
0.811
0.878
0.667
0.606
0.555
0.477

F1
0.654
0.471
0.695
0.495

All listed data above are the best/medium result of each single index among the submissions. From table 7 we can know that, 1)on the task of Chinese
opinion sentence identification, most teams achieve a acceptable performance
but still need to improve on mixed opinion sentences. This kind of data usually contains both positive and negative opinions which is hard to be recognized
correctly. 2)Compared with limited resource evaluation, there is only a 4% improvement in average of the unlimited resource. In some sense, it demonstrates
that only adding extra resource will hardly work when dealing with social media
text.
6.2

Result of opinion aspects extraction

The number of participating teams in this task is much less than the previous
one, however the aspect extraction is harder and more meaningful for a finegrained opinion analysis will accurately portray short text like the social media
data. There are 10 teams with 20 results submitted and 5 teams with 6 submissions are resource limited. 15 unlimited results were submitted by 9 teams.
Results can be seen in the following table 8.
From table 8 and some analysis on submissions, we can see that,
(1) Compared to previous result on opinion aspect extraction task, the performance of this year decreased 10% in average, using Weibo data which is domain
independent instead of some product BBS may be the main reason.
(2) Similar as the task of opinion sentence identification, the performance on
mixed opinions needs improving. However, the result is still acceptable for there
is only 1.47% of the triplets containing mixed opinion in aspect-level granularity.
(3) Analysis on all the submissions shows that 20.1% of the total submitted
answers reached an agreement by more than three teams. This phenomenon
demonstrates that there exists great difference among the teams.
(4) Like the previous task, extra resource provide only 5% improvement in
average. For social media oriented data, we shall lie our focal point on models
and representation.

7

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we design a framework for fine-grained, hierarchical, social media
oriented labelling and its corresponding specifications. We complete a sentencelevel opinion corpus’s annotation which contains 15,679 pieces of weibo, 20,154
11

Table 8: Result of opinion sentence identification and classification
Resource Match Type System
All Fuzzy
All Fully
Object Fuzzy
Limited
Object Fully
Attribute Fuzzy
Attribute Fully
All fuzzy
All Fully
Object Fuzzy
Unlimited
Object Fully
Attribute Fuzzy
Attribute Fully

Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium
Best
Medium

Mirco
Precision Recall
0.092
0.244
0.054
0.184
0.068
0.179
0.039
0.139
0.119
0.316
0.074
0.250
0.088
0.236
0.058
0.192
0.125
0.323
0.075
0.293
0.116
0.298
0.066
0.265
0.131
0.288
0.081
0.222
0.112
0.232
0.065
0.165
0.166
0.368
0.125
0.285
0.144
0.298
0.089
0.224
0.159
0.426
0.115
0.292
0.151
0.399
0.103
0.276

Marco
F1 Precision Recall F1
0.130
0.062
0.197 0.086
0.073
0.044
0.138 0.056
0.097
0.048
0.162 0.066
0.053
0.032
0.104 0.041
0.168
0.080
0.257 0.112
0.100
0.061
0.187 0.078
0.125
0.062
0.211 0.085
0.077
0.046
0.137 0.060
0.176
0.084
0.295 0.117
0.103
0.060
0.201 0.080
0.164
0.078
0.270 0.109
0.092
0.052
0.189 0.073
0.177
0.097
0.222 0.134
0.108
0.051
0.158 0.073
0.151
0.083
0.190 0.115
0.081
0.041
0.120 0.058
0.223
0.124
0.309 0.169
0.138
0.078
0.217 0.098
0.194
0.106
0.243 0.147
0.103
0.061
0.160 0.073
0.213
0.114
0.352 0.159
0.159
0.072
0.213 0.103
0.203
0.109
0.325 0.152
0.143
0.068
0.200 0.098

sentences including explicit or implicit opinions. In addition, a hierarchical aspectlevel opinion corpus with 13,787 sentences, 24,093 pairs of triples are established
for aspect-level sentiment analysis. A dataset based on our labelled corpus was
used as a task dataset in COAE2015 and effectively promote the development
of related research on social media sentiment analysis. This dataset is now available on the website(http://115.24.12.5/web/resource.html) for academia. In future work, we will build a larger and more detailed corpus for implicit sentiment
analysis.
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